NEO SLIMLINE
The celebrated NEO Collection from Omvivo
expands with new Slimline vanities.
From the initial concept, the intention of Neo was to offer a bathroom range with
uncomplicated and effortless style. The needs and desires of today’s lifestyle strongly
influenced the design of Neo, and the new Neo Slimline adds another dynamic to the
offering. The result; A bathroom collection of sophisticated yet reserved form that
perfectly represents and functions in the modern environment.
The Australian made Neo Slimline joinery, compliments the existing Neo basins and
has the flexibility to cater for small through to large family bathrooms. Available in a
range of finishes, the superior wall mounted joinery with soft-close drawers is the ideal
way to add storage into a bathroom while keeping the look unobtrusive, clean and
modern.
With a range of sizes available and a diverse array of configurations to select from, Neo
is ideal as a statement piece, or simply a practical yet beautiful choice for the
bathroom.
For those who require additional storage, the original Neo cabinet is available with
deep soft close drawers, partnered with internal adjustable shelves allowing great
flexibility and convenience.
The Neo basins are created from acrylic solid surface and feature perfect proportions
and a seamless integrated bowl. The stylish and durable matt finish has a
contemporary look and feel, is easy to clean, non porous and even repairable in many
circumstances. Neo is the ideal choice for both residential and commercial bathrooms.
“Neo Slimline is an obvious extension to the Neo family which is extremely popular in
Australian bathrooms. The philosophy behind Neo has always been sophisticated yet
uncomplicated design that meets the practical demands of today’s lifestyle.
Neo has the flexibility to suit diverse modern bathrooms, and suits a vast array of
styles and spaces, from apartment living to large family homes. The timeless yet
contemporary design is perfect for clients who appreciate the chic simplicity that Neo
Slimline vanities offer”
Suzie Dyson – Omvivo General Manager
Neo and has been selected by the finest Australian designers for beautiful bathrooms
in residential projects, apartments and commercial amenities across the country.
In Australia Neo is available exclusively through Reece Showrooms, and internationally
through Omvivo’s distribution partners. Please visit the Omvivo website for further
details on our distributors.
Neo basin materials: Solid surface in matt white
Neo furniture materials: Available in White satin thermofoil, Maison oak and Black
wenge high quality timber laminates.
For further information, quotes or high resolution images please contact Amanda
Robinson on +61 3 9339 8130 or via email, arobinson@omvivo.com
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